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About You

Name 

Affiliation

Designation: 

Mailing Address (Snail Mail)

 

Check box if Mailing Address is the same as Permanent Address

Permanent Address: 

Phone (Landline)

Phone (Mobile)

E-mail

How would you prefer to be contacted

By snail mail
Email me
Call me on the landline
Instant message
I am on WhatsApp
Any of the above
Please use multiple means as I live in a remote location
Other



Tell us about the action you want to take

Name your action plan

What problem area/s are you targeting

Occupation Housing Education
Environment Health Women Empowerment
Child rights/ safety Minority Rights Mental Health
Other

Provide us with a summary of your ideas/ kind of interventions you are planning



Why are you/your organization targeting the problem area/s you have chosen 

Tell us something about the community that will benefit from this action plan

How can we help?

Survey the needs of the community and figure out the most efficient way of implementing 
our ideas
Refine the ideas we have and create a practical, culturally sensitive and cost effective 
action plan that our organization can implement
We already have a great action plan that will work for our community, we need help with 
writing grants and/or a scientific way of measuring if our ideas are really working.
We have several problem areas in our community and have funding available, help us 
create a plan and measure outcomes.
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